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preservatives and colouring matters in the preservation
and colouring of food showed that the substances most
commonly used were boracic acid, borax, salicylic acid,
fori-nalini, and sulplhites, while a large number of other
substances were in less common use. One or otlher of
these were found in 39 per cent. of all samples of food
examiined, including samples of milk, cream, butter,
imiargarine, sausage, bacon, brawn, potted meat, potted
fislh, mieat extracts, meat juices, and tenmperance driniks.
All tllese substances were germicides, all were gastro-
inltestinal irritants, and all had a mlore or less inhllibitory
action on the digestive ferments.

ASSOCIATION OF REGISTERED MEDICAL
WOMEN.

A CLINICAL meeting was held on February 4tlh, tlle
PRESIDENT (Dr. Constance Long) in the chair. Dr.
FLORENCE STONEY slhowed a woman, aged 59, suffering
from Scirrhous carcinomiia of the left breast. Wlhen first
seen, seventeen monthls ago, the case was considered
inoperable. X-ray treatmnent lhad been adminiistered
about once a fortnight since tlhen. The case had remained
stationary for fifteen months, except that a large ulcerated
area had rapidly healed over. During the last two months
several new nodules had appeared, and the patient had
lost weight. The PRESIDENT showed a woman who had
for twenty years suffered from Morphoea of both legs. A
firm, slightly depressed vascular patchl, about 6 in. long,
was seen on eachl shin, and other symmetrical patches
were present on the thiglhs. Dr. AGNES SAVILL said that
the condition was rare in showing a telangiectatic con-
dition of atrophy after twenty years. In most cases of
morphoea fibrous tissue gradually developed, cutting off
tlle superficial blood supply, and leaving the typical white
lardaceous areas inlaid in the skin. Dr. OCTAVIA LEWIN
showed a case of Tertiary syph,ilitic ulceration of the
right knee, whichi lhad responded in a marvellotus way to
two injections of salvarsan given a year previously at
intervals of fourteen days. Other autisyphilitic remedies
lhad been tried witlhout effect for seventeen years, and
dluring this time tlle knee had been riddled witlh deep
sloughing ulcers; four inontlhs after the injections of
salvarsan it had entirely lhealed. Dr. L. GARRETT-
ANDERSON showed: (1) A case of Raynaud's disease WhliCh
was improving under treatment by massage, calcium lac-
tate, and tlhyroid extract; (2) a woman having a Swelling
in the groin, probably due to venous enlargement, tllough
simulating a femoral lherniia.

THE ninety-fourth anniversary dinner of the Hunterian
Society took place on Tuesday, February 4th, at de Keyser's
Royal Hotel. The President, Mr. A. H. Tubby, F.R.C.S.,
-who was in the chair, gave the loyal toasts, and Dr.
Hyslop then entertained his audience with a witty
s;peech in proposing' prosperity to the Elunterian Society.
In his reply, Mr. Tubby trace(i its foutndation back to 1819,
and recalled a long list of illustrious presidents, including
Bright, Lavington, and Sir Thomiias Curwen. In speaking
of the Hunterian lecturers, he mentioned Dr. Frederick
Taylor, wlho had dealt with sleepiness, and Professor A.
Keith, who had discoursed on the anatomical an4patho-
logical characteristics of Napoleon's remains, and cited
a discussion which had taken place on anaesthesia. Before
concluding the President made reference to the fact that
the society had recently been turned out of its old home,
the London Institute, andl was nowv temporarily receiving
the hospitality of St. Bartholomew's Hospital. He feared
that it might turn out that in the future its home would be
in the West End, but he preferred a City address, as he
considered this advantageous to the society. The toast of
the " Guests and Sister Societies " was ably proposed by
Dr. W. Langdon brown, who twitted the previous speaker
for claiming that the societv was the second oldest of the
learned societies. He mnenitioned that the Abernethian
Society had a prior claimX. Sir \V. Watson Cheyne, Bart.,
replied for the Medical -gociety of London, and Sir Fra-acis
Champneys, Bart.. for lhe Royal Society of Medicine.
Dr. Latham, w%%ho also replied, referred to the work of the
Astor Committee and foeshadow-ed great things from the
grant for medical reseatch. The toast, "The Orator and
3)ffieers," was given by Dr. W. M. Ettles and responded to
roy Dr. Goodall. Dr. F. J. Smith gave t,he health of the
President, and Mr. Tubb)y replied briefly.

ACHONDROPLASIA.
IN the title of his book-Achondroplasia,its Nature and its
Ca ltse: A Stu.dy of the Stunting of Growth in Embryonic
Cell Groutps caused by Amnion-presstre in the Different
Stages of the Skeleton,1 Dr. MURK JANSEN, Lecturer on
Orthopaedic Surgery in the University of Leyden, explains
stuccinctly enouglh the purposes which he has set before
hiim. The monograplh is divided into two parts; the first,
which studies the nature of achondroplasia, is chiefly
clinical, and the second, which discusses the cause of
achondroplasia, and concludes that it lies within tlhe
province of teratology.

In the first part the author furnishes us with a minuto
description and accurate measurements of the ab-
normalities met with in the several degrees of achondro-
plasiac dwarfism, and he demonstrates with tlle utmlost
clearness that the amount of retardation of growth in the
various skeletal structures varies directly, not witlh their
distance from the head or centre of tlhe6 body, not with the
time of their ossification, not with the time of their change
into cartilage, but accurately with the time of their
primary formation as selero-blastema. Influences pre-
judicial to development acting upon the primitive cell
groups at this early period are sufficient to retard perma-
nently the growth of the structures, and this retardation
is most marked in those parts of the skeleton which are
latest formed and most immature at the time of injury.

Secondly, the author is able to denmonstrate equally
clearly that with achondroplasia are constantly found
certain other deformities not clharacterized by the stunting
of growth, and thlese he describes under the heading of
" Mechanical Malformations." Among these are a marked
shortening of the basis cranii from before backwards,
conmpensatory enlargement of the skull from side to side,
depression of the bridge of tile nose, backward displace-
ment of the hard palate and tilting upwards of its hinder
end, arcuate kyphosis of the spine, and bending forward
of the sacrum and coccyx between the legs. The author
endeavours-and we tllink successfully-to show that these
mechanical malformations which, inasmuch as they are
much less conspicuous than the phenomnena of dwarfisn,
liave for tile most part hiitherto passed unnoticed, are
occasioned by the unfolding of- the embryo, and by an
exaggeration of the head and neck curves of the embryo
as it lies within the uterus. He concludes that the period
of excessive infolding clharacteristic of achondroplasia coin-
cides with the scleroblastenia stage of the skeleton, and
that it is limited on the one land by the "physiological
curving " of the third, and on the other by the " physio-
logical stretelling" of the sixth week of embryonic life.
The excessive infolding is in turn the result of excessive
amnion pressure. In the last part of his book he discusses
the relation of other occasional and less characteristic
symptoms of achondroplasia to excessive amnion pressure
and excessive infolding of the embryo. Among such
occasional symptoms are lhare-lip, micrognatlhy, agnatly,
myxoedema, lhydrocephalus, gas bubbles in internal organs,
subcutaneous fatty masses, and excess of sexual appetite.
This last svmptom, according to the author, finds explana-
tion in the disturbance in the development of the pituitary
body, which undoubtedly exists in the severer cases.
We confess that we are not entirely satisfied with the

evidence that exaggeration of sexual function is common
or usual in achondroplasia. The references to the litera-
ture quoted are explicable if we renmember that a normal
sexual activity and a normal development of the sexual
organs is likely to excite remark when contrasted with
the apparent immaturity of the rest of tile body. Be that
as it may, we believe that the views expressed in this
work will profoundly influence our conception of the
nature and cause, not only of achond-oplasia, but of
mnany otlher developmental abnormalities. We have
nothing but admiration for the remarkable powers of

1 Aehodtrlroplasia, its Nature awl its Cautse: A Study of the Sttntting
of Growth in^ EmnbryJonic Cell Groups caused bsy Amnionw-pressure inb
the Differenlt ,Stayes of thze Developmenzt of the Skeleton (anencephaly.
achondroplasia, kakomeliae. By Dr. Murk Jansen, LJecturer OD
Orthopaedic r4urgery. University of Ljeyden. Holland. Ljeyden: E. J.
Brill, Ltd. London: Baillaere. Tindall, anld Cox. 1912. (Demy 4to,
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Dbservation, reasoning, and. imagination of which the
%xuthor shows himself possessed. His work may well be
blie starting point of much fruitful investigation in the
domain of teratology and congenital abnormality.

PUERPERAL INFECTION.
DR. HAMNI'S monograph on puerperal infection 2 is an inter-
esting summary of the present position of the various
scientific questions that group themt el res under this
title, and loses none of its interest from the fact that it
purports to give the finishing' stroke to the doctrine of
sapraemia. The author, who has himself worked througlh
iost of the relative investigations in the laboratory, adopts
a classification based on that of Aschoff for the possi-
bilities of infection, and then passes to the detailed
discussion of the evidence relating to individual micro-
organisms. This discussion occupies almost half of the
whole number of pages, and is followed by considerations
of puerperal predisposition to infection and of virulence, of
which not haemolytic power but rapidity of growth and
presence in pure culture are the best criteria. He th-en passes
to more clinical questions in the consideration of the forms
of puerperal fever. In tlle course of this he indicates that
there is no essential difference in the various lymphanagitic
types, save in the rapidity of spread, and states that
bacterial multiplication in the blood itself is merely a
premortal phenomenon. This section concludes with the
statement that since in cases of rise of temperature on the
evening of delivery he always found numerous micro-
organisms in the vaginal secretion, often in pure culture,
thiese cases must be looked upon as the''expression of an
endogenous infection of a slight kind.
On the therapeutic side we find a strengthening of

various recoghiized positions, such as the sparing, but not
always conservative, treatment of abortions, even when
haemolytic organisms are present, the reinforcement of
uterine contraction by ergot, the leaving of retained
membranes which are not removed immediately on

delivery, and the douching of the vagina with hydrogen
peroxide. The uterine douche may be used once when it
can remove matter that would serve as pabulumm for
organismal multiplication. 'Dr. Ham.m is sceptical of the
efficacy of the various methods of bacterial therapy that
so far have been employed.

OPERATIVE SURGERY.
THE new edition of BINNIE'S Manual of Operative Surgery8
is published in one volume instead of two. This, as the
author points out in the preface, is a revprsion to the original
form of the book. The' work is a complete departure
from the average type'-thie'old-fashioned type-of text-
book on operative surgery, in which predominance was
given to amputations, excisions, and ligature of vessels.
These for the most part were niothing more or less than
surgical exerci'ses, and were seldom or never required to
be performed on the living subject. The manual of
operative surgery of to-day must contain descriptions of
all the newest operative procedures, and a diligent search

in this work has found no omissions. Indeed, it is pos-
sible that a severer discretion might have been exercised
with advantage, and re'ference 'to some operations not in
the least likely to stand the test of even a very short time
might have been profitably omitted. The author has pre-
served the balance of the various sections in a satisfactory
way, and the regions have each a due proportion of space.
There is no waste of words in describing the different
steps of operations, but rather is there a tendency for
d'escriptions to lose in lucidity what they gain in brevity.
Tlle method adopted is to describe step 1, step 2, and so

on, and under each step differe'nt modes of performing it
are detailed. .References'to the original sources are given
inl every case. A n'otable'feature is the. large number of
illustrations'; these are rather unequil, but the inequality
is explained by the fact that almost all are reproductions

-2Diepue6perdae Wundinfektion. Von Dr. Albert Hamm, Oberarzt an
der Universitats FrAuenklinik in Strassbirg, 'I.E. Berlin: Julius
Springer. I912. (Roy. 8vo, pp. 167. Mk.6.)
3 Manual of Operative Surgery. By Joh. Feirbairn Binnic, A.M.,

C.M.Aberd., Surgeon to the General Hlospital, Kansas City, Mo.,
Fellow of the American Surgical Associstion. Fifth edition, revised
and enlarged. London: EH, . Lewis.. 1.92. (Roy. 8vo, pp. 1163;
figs. 1365. 30s. net.) I

of the originals which range through the whole gamut,
from the simple sketch illustrating Lister's operation for
old-standing ununited fracture of patella with explanatory
notes in his own handwriting to the elaborately detailed
iAne lines of the Mayo stomach pictures. The proof
reading seems to -have been hurriedly done; we find
blunders on pages 314, 516, 539, 853, amongst others.
The merits of the work are undoubtedly great, and its
already well-recognized position will be more firmly
established than before. Surgeons will find it a
thoroughly cosmopolitan book, in which the whole range
of the very newest of modern surgery as well as of surgery
of remoter date is concentrated.

The fourth edition of Mr. H. J. WARING'S MaCnZual of
Operative Surgery4 has followed quickly upon its- pre-
decessor. The whole work has been revised and the highi
standard has been thorotighly maintained. Descriptions
of some new operations, for example, those connected witlh
blood vessel surgery, have been introduced and those of
some old ones omitted. Such a constant regenerating
process is necessary. Operations on the limbs are much
fewer than even a few years ago, and those on the
abdomen, head, and thorax are much increased in number.
Some more operations might well have been omitted from
Mr. Waring's list. Many of the operations for ligation of
arteries are merely dissecting-room exercises seldom or
never performed on the living subject. Similarly, some of
the amputations might have been cut out. The employ-
ment of skiagraphs of the hand and foot in illustrating the
lines of incision in certain amputations is to be heartily
commended; the relation of the incision in the skin to tho
line of section through the bone is made strikingly clear.
In the preface the author says that the question of
anatomical terminology has been carefully considered
and that he has adopted the international ter-
minology throughout. This is certainly a little con-
fusing, but the student has at hand in the beginning of
the volume a glossary of this terminology. In spite of
this it is sometimes difficult to find the new equivalent of
certain terms in the old terminology. C-h-anges of this
sort are not popular at first, but any change which makes
for the unification of scientific language and description
ought to be accepted as graciously as possible. No altera-
tion in the arrangement of the work has been made. After
two very complete introductory chapters on general
surgical technique brought thoroughly up to date the
student is plunged at once into the intricacies of gastric
surgery. We remember that in a former edition Mr.
Waring explained this apparent departure from a gradual
leading on from simple operations to more and more
difficult ones. After all, the book is intended to reach a
wide circle of readers, and the student must turn to the
index to find what he wants. This manual is a safe guide
in operative work, as absolutely souud in its teaching, and
one well fitted for every-day use by the practitioner. It
is hardly necessary to add that as one of the Oxford
Medical Publications the publishers' part of the work is
well done. The illustrations are apt and not too numerous.
We have discovered so far two clerical errors: on p. 167,
fifth line from bottom of page, and on p. 361, where the
word " facial ' has been maltreated.

The temptation to write a textbook on operative surgery
seems difficult to resist. Probably many of them have in
a manner grown very much as Topsy "-growed." The
teacher begins with a few loose leaves of notes for the use
of his pupils, then these are printed and extended, then
the students ask if they cannot buy these notes, and so
very soon a book is launched into the world. Perhaps
Professor VICTOR SCHMIEDEN's books did not grow up in

4 Mantal of Operative Surgery. By H. J. Waring, M.S., M.B.,
B.Sc.Lond., F.R.C.S., Surgeon to and Joint Lecturer in Surgery at
St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Consulting Surgeon to the Metropolitan
Hospital. Fourth edition. London: Henry Frow.e, and Hodder and
Stoughton. 1912. (Cr. 8vo, pp. 828, figs. 541. 12s. 6d. net.)

5 Der chirurgische Operat'onskcursus. Ein HaA'dbuch fuir Aerzte
und Studierende. Von Professor Dr. Victor Schmibden, Privatdozent
der Chirurgie an der Universittit, Berlin; Assistant der Kgl. chirur-
gischou Universitit5sklinik. Zweite, erweiterte und verbesserte
Auflage. Mit 435 Abbildungen im Text und einem Vorwort von

ProfessorDr. A. BIer. Leipzig:Jhann Ambrosi-Ba . 1912
(Royal 8vo, pp. 480. Mk. 14.50.) And The Courst of .(erative Surgery.
By Profezsspr Dr. Victor Schmieden. Translated and edited by Arthur
Turnbull, M.B.Glasg., M.A., B.Sc., DemonstratQr of Anatomy in the
University of Glasgow. London: Bailli6re, Tindaill, and Cox. 1912.
(Roy. Svo. pp. 365, figs. 435. 12s. 6di)
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this way, though its appeal appears to be. more or less
local and limited. It is local in so far as it is the practice
of Professor Bier's clinic which has been closely followed,
and it is limited in that the book is avowedly concerned
more with operations on the dead subject than on the
living. But in spite of these limitationis the volume will
be found very useful. It is convenient in size; the
descriptions of operations are concise without loss of
clearness; the numerous illustrations are of a very high
standard of artistic merit, and yet they are anatomically
and surgically accurate. The practitioner who seeks
for guidance will find the principles of the surgical art
well set fortlh; for details he must go elsewhere.
The student will find the book excellent and read-
able, and he will be relieved to see that tlhe text
is not overburdened with names of operators and
stuggestors of operations, and tllat simple methods
have been everywhere preferred to com-nplicated oines.
There are some points to which attentioln should be drawn.
In the description of the mastoid operation we find no
mention of the dental burr, an instrument wlhich makes
tlhe exposure of the sigmoid sinius and the mastoid cells a

illuclh safer and easier business than the employnment of
chisels tllrouglhout. Tllc operation is by no means clearly
described. The autlhor says that " Syme's amputation is
not often employed in practice," and prefers Pirogoff's, but
we believe that Syme's is the commoner operation, in this
country at least. No description is given of nephrectolny
by the abdominal route. Simultaneously with the second
German edition appears the first edition in English. The
translation is by Dr. ARTHuR TURNBULL of the Anatomy
Department, Glasgow University. Dr. Turnbull adheres
absolutely to the text, adding only a fewlnotes here and
tllere, and a name or two on some illustrations. The
Englislh of the translation is not always unimpeachable;
for example, on page 256 we find "' very grave risk of the
transverse colon goinZg gangrenous-," and throughout the
translation there is a too nmanifest tendency to adhere to
Germiian idiom and phraseology. The translator perhaps
flatters hiimself and the author when he expresses the
belief that the book will become the " student's handbook
in every college where English is the medium of siurgical
iDstruction." We are patriotic enough to hope that quite
as good books are written by English authors for English-
speaking students. We observe that the proof reader has
passed at least two errors: on page 181, second line from
foot of page, and on page 203 in the descriptive lettering
of the illustration.

Professor PELS-LEUSDEN'S work on Surgical Operations 6
is on the whole a good average book. In the preface lie
disclaims any attempt to range over the whole field of
operative surgery, but his effort to be brief without omitting
anything important has not been very successful, for the
book has 726 pages, of large size. We do not
think that anything important has been omitted, but
we do think that there are things in- it which
miglht well have been omitted, and others which
might have been done a great deal better. We cannot
tlhinik that any good purpose is served by the description
of Momburg's method of constriction to control the ab-
doominal aorta, and the omission of other methods much less
dangerous. And we venture to think that the translator
errs when he says in a footnote that Momburg's method
has "gained an liotourable position in obstetrical and
surgical practice." As to the things which might have
been done better -we take the description of suprapubic
prostatectomy. Freyer's method is supposed to be adoptedl;
but the description differs widely and in many details
from the Freyer operation as we understand it. In
the chapter on nephrectomy we find the two routes
sufficiently well described, with, perhaps, too sanguine an
estimate of the ease of the transperitoneal method. The
authlor takes the tuberculous kidney as his type, and it is
difficult to accept the opinion expressed that it does not
greatly matter although some portions of diseased renal
tissue are left behind, as permanent cure results. The
mlost likely thing to happen is the persistence of a permna-

nent anl'd troublesome sinus-and that is not cure. Tlle
autlhor recommLuends that the thickened ureter should be
followed down as far as possible, ligated, and stitched to
the lower extremity of the external wound, where it may
later receive proper irrigation treatment. The practice in
this country is to sterilize the cut end of the ureter and
drop it back into the wound, where, as experience shows,
it is harmless. In 'le chapter on bone and suture of bone
there is no reference to Lane's plates; indeed, there is a
notable absence tlhrougllout the volume of reference to the
work of other than German and French surgeons. The
chief merit of Professor Pels-Leusden's book, indeecl,
consists in this-that it is representative of Germuan
surgery. The translation is by Dr. FAXTON E. GARDNER,
but we cannot conscientiously congratulate him on the
result.

NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY.
PROFESSOR KRAUSE's monograplh on the surgery of the
brain and spinal cord,7 the translation of which by Pro-
fessor HAUBOLD of New York is now completed in tlhree
handsome volumes, is an elaborately illustrated and coll-
pletely documented work. But it is more than that: it is
a storehouse of infoimation simply and carefully recorded
by a surgeon of almost unrivalled experience in this field;
it is a work of reference to which every other surgeon will
certainly be indebted. In our preliminary notice of the
first volunme we praised the coloured plates, but did them
less than justice; a fuller acquaiintance with the work of
the portrait painter Max Landsberg convinces us tllat the
pictures do indeed illustrate the technical and pathological
conditions disclosed at actual operations; certainly they
forln a valuable addition to the instruction in the text.
Tile first voluime is largely concerned with general prin-
ciples and teclhnique. Krause employs an osteoplastic
method exclusively on the skull; he uses no electrical
instruments, but relies on burrs and Dalhlgren forceps,
avoiding even Gigli's saws. He pays great attention to
preliminary and permanent haemostasis. The two-stage
method, except for abscess, is his choice, with an average
interval of six days. The precise directions given for deal-
ing with leptomeningitis, cysts, tumours, cortical excisions,
abscesses, as regards bone, dura, drainage, dressings, and
other details, are valuable. His methods of approach to
the Gasserian ganglion and pituitary body are already well
known. It is interesting to find that he does not agree
with Cushiing as to the best site and method of decom-
pressioln. In the closure of large defects he favours an

osteoplastic method, but employs also free transplantation
of bone. For topograplhy he relies upon Kronlein, finding
Kocher's method inaccurate. His experiences of tem-
porary and permanent drainage of the ventricles are not
very satisfactory. It may be noted that he does not use
morphine as a preliminary to anaesthesia in brain opera-
tions; neither does he wear gloves when exploring the
cranial contents; there is no doubt that gloves do
eliminate the fine shades of tactile sensation whiclh may
be essential for delimiting some brain tumours. It is,
however, when we reach the second and third volumes
that we realize the wealth of the author's clinical experi-
ence, and the assiduity witlh whieh the full benefit
of every individual observation has been extracted. It
is only by reading in extenso the clinical histories
incorporated in the text that the brief introductory para-
graphs on each section of the subject, and each branch
of it, are wholly appreciated. This involves, of course,
great expenditure of time, but the time is well spent; and
cumbersome though the metlhod is, it is probably unavoid-
able where there are such enormous differences even
between analogous cases, as there often are with cerebral
and spinal disorders. More than two hundred pages are
devoted to " Epilepsy," including Jacksonian; to those the
result of infantile palsy, birth injuries, tumours, intoxi-
cations, reflex irritation, and to those without anatomical
lesion; genuine general epilepsy traumatic and reflex
epilepsy. Some of his results are very remarkable; mainy
are disappointing; and this applies both to cases in wllicll
a definite lesion is discovered and to those in wlhich
cortical ex.cisions were made at the initiating centre.

7Surgery of the frain and Spinal Cord. By ProfesAor Fedor
Krause. Translated b,' Professor H. A. Hlaubold, M.D. Three
volumes. Numerous coloured plates and figures in text. London:
4. K. Lewis. 1910-12. (Imp. 8vo. Dp. 1201. 30s. net each volume.)

6 Surgical Operations: A Handbookfor Students and Practitionzers.
By Profes-.or Friedrich Pels-Leusden, Chief Stirgeon to the University
Surcical Clinic and Chlief of the University Polyclinic in the Royal
Cherity Hospital of Berlin. Only authorized English translation. by
Faxton E. Gardner, M.D.,New York. London; Rebman, Limited. 1912.
(Sulp. roy. 8vo, pp. 756; figs. 668. 30s. net.)
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WVlen he comes to the consideration of nieoplasms,
Krause's regional differentiation of focal symptornatology
is of great importance. No bettcr indication of its value
could, perhaps, be offered than the written diagnoses
attaclied to the cases when sent to the autlior for opera-
tion by his colleague, Oppenlleim; they are models of
precision. In Volume III the auestion of prognosis is
discussed; it is, of course, melancholy, but far less so than
it uised to be. The mortality in different regions varies
from 25 to 66 per cent.; the cures are, however, in many

cases permiianent and practiclly complete. Of 81 neo-

plasms only 9 were solitary tubercle; the gliomata
numbered 21, sarcomata 15, and fibrosarcomata 11. Of
24 patients with tuimours of the cerebello-pontine angle
only 4 were cured. Intracranial suppuration, wounds,
ancd ihjuries are dealt with a little briefly by comparison.
The spinal cord is treated with just the same thoroughness
as the brain, both as to diagnosis, prognosis, and operative
technique; the case-histories and pictures slhould afford
a parallel for almost any problem a surgeon may have in
hand. In the face of a pathetic appeal in his preface it
would be unfair to criticize the tranislator; but it is
difficult to excuse a carelessness that reniders 'VVorderbein,"
in an important passage, by " forebone."

Dr. L. N. DENSLow has obtained such encouraging
results by the surgical treatment of tabes dorsalis that lhe
has laid them before the medical profession in a small
book.8 -He finds in every male case of tlhis disease,
without exception, an abnormal condition of the uretlhra;
and that by suitable treatmnent of this condition many of
the signs and symptoms may be cured, alleviated, or held
in check. Syphilis, he holds, is not enough to cause
locomotor ataxy; the most prominent additional factor in
the male is urethral irritation, and the preponderance of
male over female cases may be accounted for by the
greater extent of thie urethral surface in men. Dr.
Denslow first exam-iines his patients most carefully with
the urethroscope or the Otis uretlirometer, to find erosions,
granulations, or strictures. Care mnust be taken not to
irritate a hypersensitive urethra; the lesions, when found,
are given the appropriate local treatment. At the same

time care must be taken to avoid constipation (which is
the rule in tabes) and gastric disturbances. He believes
that urethral irritation,- using the term in a very wide
sense, is the cause of all sorts of disturbances of h-ealth
in many cases, iustancing inter alia epilepsy, melancholia,
partial paralysis. syncope, general alopecia, acne, ftunc-
tional eye troubles, anaemia, cystitis, and uraemia. Dr.
Denslow carries out his local treatment for long periods,
usually three months, in one case quoted for seven. His
book may be commended to the attention of specialists in
diseases of the genito-urinary system and to neurologists.

SYPHILIS.
As the author states in the preface of the second edition
of Syphilology a?Xd Venereal Disease,3 great cllanges have
lately taken place in our outlook on this whole sub-
ject. Mr. MIARnHALL published the first edition of
this book in 1906, and lhe was able to incltude therein
sone mention of Scliaudinn's great discovery of the
Spirochaeta pallida, wlicil has since been so ftully con-

firmed and amplified; but the Wassermann reaction had
not then been invented, nor lhad diamidoarsenobenizol
been syntlhetized. There is, however, yet anotlher change

which marks a still greater advance, slowvly affecting the
whllole of syphiloloay, and that is the increasinig recog-

nition of the importance of venereal disease as an iinfluLence
on puiblic health. The recognition of this factor is now

illustrated (at the expense of the medical profession) by
the provision which is mnade in the Insurance Act that the
treatment of venereal disease should form part of the
nmedical benefit provide by that measure. But it is
undoubtedly a great sign of progress that the public
authorities should realize the importance of early and
efficient treatment of venereal disease, and discard their

8A Sur-gical Treatme7t o.f Locomstor Ataxia. ByrL. N. Denslow,
M.D. London: Bailli6re. Tindall, and Cox. 1912. (Cr. 8vo, pp. 128.
3s. 6d. not.l

Syvhilology aitd Veniereal Disease. By C. F. Marshall, M.D., M.Sc.,
F.R.C.S. Second edition. London: Bailli6re. Tindall and Cox. 1912.
(Cr. 8vo, pp. 572; 5 plates. 10s. 6d.)

old policy of merely ignoring its existenice, and Mr.
Marshall might have given niore attention to this aspect
of his subject. He has an interesting chapter on
syphilis in relation to life assurance, and the book would
have been increased in value by the addition of one on
venereal disease in relation to public health. Important
work has been done on this subject in Australia and Den-
mark within recent years. On the clinical side the book
is strong. Primary syphilis, secondary sypphilis, tertiary
syphilis, quaternary or parasyphilis are all fully dealt witl
-as fully as is possible witlhin the limits of a compara-
tively small book, and gonorrhoea and its scarcely less
important complications also receive their due meed of
attention. Discussion of the modern developments of
sypliilology is deferred to the last chapters of the volume.
Mr. Marshall holds that the cllief use of the Wassermann
reaction is in the diagnosis of nervous affections. Whether
others agree with such a limitation of its utility or not, and
most observers, we fancy, would testify to the information
they have derived from it in many other obscure cases,
there can be no doubt that he is right when he says that
clinical evidence should never be supplanted by laboratory
tests. As regards the treatment of syphilis with salvarsan
Mr. Marshall is well known to hold very conservative views,
but in his chapter on the subject he gives a very fair sum-
mary of the case for and against the use of that remedy-
in fact, the conclusions at which he arrives are far inore
favourable to salvarsan than one would expect, after read-
ing the sarcastic comments on the subject which lie lhas
frequently published in letters to the medical press. In
conclusion, it may be said that the book forms a very useful
guide to the study of venereal disease. Its value is en-
hanced by the inclusion of a large number of references at
the end of each chapter, but it might with advantage lhave
been more fully illustrated.

Dr. MARCHILDON'S book on the Wassermann Reaction1m
is another addition to the many works dealing with this
subject, and, like most of its kind, attaches rather undue
importance to the diagnostic and therapeutic values of tlhe
reaction. Without in any way wishing to belittle the value
of the work done by laboratory workers, it would alnmost
seem necessary to remind some of them that syplhilis was
not infrequently diagnosed and successfullv treated pr'ior
to Wassermann's discovery. The technical part of the
book is clear and concise, but as regards the interpretation
of results we find several contradictory statements. For
instanice, on page 73 the author states that many eruip-
tions cani be readily distinguished from syplhilis by the
Wassermann reaction, while on the same page he says
that a positive reaction only means that the patienit is,
syphilitic, liot that the lesion is necessarily sypllilitic.
Again, on page 92 he says that he has never obtained a
complete negative reaction after potassium iodide alone,
while on page 95 he remarks that the reaction mav entirely
disappear under this drug. Aniother apparent contradictioni
concerns the nature of the antigen; for, after statilng that
the value of the antigen does not depend on the quantity
of spirochaetes contaiined in the tisstue, he says tllat tleo
ideal antigen wotuld be a pure culture of the S. pallida.
Again, the author's c3nclusion that in some early cases of
chancre after prompt energetic treatment the reaction
"remains negative throughout life " is somewhat pre-
mature, considering that the reaction was only discovered
in 1906.

A PUBLIC MEDICAL SERVICE PHARMACOPOEIA.
THE advanced condition of the organization of the
Leicester Public Medical Service is shown bv tlle fact
that the board of management has now published a

pharmaeopoeia for use in the district in the work of all
branches of the service. It contains some eiglhty
formulae; in somne cases these are similar in essentials to
official formulae and can be used in place of them, as in

the case of compound decoction of aloes, in whielh tho
expensive saffron is omitted and ginger takes the place of
compound tincture of cardamom. The greater number
of the formulae, however, are for mixtures, pills, lotions,
gargles, etc., frequently in use, but for which no formulae

10 The Wassemalzn Reaction. By T. W. Marchildon. London:
Henry Kimpton. 1912. (Cr. 8vo, pp. 114, with 11 illustrations and
coloured frontispiece. 6s. 6d. net.)
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are included in the Briti*s Pharmacopoeia. The
prescriptions are excellent and the compounds are
inexpensive; it is, of course, important, for the pur-
poses for which this pharmacopoeia is compiled,
that money should not be wasted on useless in-
gredients or on expensive articles when cheaper ones
are equally efficient; thus the use of "sweet oil" in
place of olive oil is authorized, and another note states
tllat " non-alcoholic tincttures mnay be used in the prepara-
tion of these formulae where pharmacological action will
not be impaired." By arrangement with the cheluists of
the district, medicines prepared in accordance witlh this
pharmacopoeia are kept ready for use, as well a-s the
ordinary medicines of the British Pharmacopoeia ; and
tlhese formulae will also be recognized for insured persons,
except where preparations not in the tariff or the British
Pharmiracopoeia are included. In these cases equivalents
will be substituted in accordance with a list issued by the
Chemists' Association, the titles of the formulae remain-
ing the same. Formulae are given both in imperial and
metric weights and measures. The book is thin, of con-
venient dimensions for the pocket, and interleaved with
plain pages, and it would not be surprising to find it
adopted in other districts as well as that in which it has
been produced. The office of the Leicester Public Medical
Service is at East Bond Street, Leicester.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
A VAST number of writers have taken advantage of the
crusade against tuberculosis to express their views as to
prophylaxis and treatment. For the most part they
merely repeat an oft-told tale. The writer of this little
book, a practitioner of forty-seven years' standing-Note.s
on the Treatment of Tlutbercutlosisl -being convinced of the
virtues of a certain prescription containing some little
used drugs, is anxious that others should beneflt by his
experience. As a strong believer in the need for calcium
salts as a protective, especially in childhood, and in the
value of cod-liver oil, he sets forth his opinions with much
argumentative skill, backed by quotation from writers of
varying degree of authority; but the arguments all lead
up to the prescription and the calciuimi salts at last.
A compact little book, well printed and set up, containing
many sound observations and much good advice within
a limited range.

The eleventh number of the Clinical Series of the
Archives of the Middlesex Hospital includes a paper by Sir
Pearce Gould on some unusual cases of mammary growths;
a review of one hundred cases of chorea treated by chlore-
tone, by Dr. Essex Wynter; some notes on thrombosis, by
AMr. Somerville Hastings; a paper on the significance of
rhieunmatic rashes, by Dr. E. A. Cockayne; an interesting
report on an unusual case of carcinoma of the pelvic colon,
by AMr. Alfred E. Johnson and Mr. Lakin. Mr. Alfred E.
J ohnson contributes an interesting short note on the
substitution of the application of tincture of iodine for
(Iressings. After reading Mr. Reginald Alcock's paper on
io(liie as the sole dressing for operation wounds, in the
BItITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of February 3rd, M12, Mr.
Johnson used tincture of iodine and discarded dressings in
cases where the wound was closely sutured. In this way
he treated over flfty cases of operation, including 12 opera-
tions for the radical cure of hernia, 12 for appendicitis,
4 coeliotomies, 2 nephropexies, 2 for undescended testis,
andl 6 for removal of superficial tumours. In a few cases
where dressings were considered necessary at first-for ex-
amulple, in amputation of the breast until the drainage tube
was removed, and in excision of varicose veins to support
the limb for forty-eight hours-they were given up as soon
as possible, and iodine solution applied. The results, he
states, were most gratifying; the comfort of the patients
wvas increased, and the wounds healed even better than
with dressings; in no case did the slightest inflammatory
reaction occur. This number of the Archives contains also
a c )imlnunication on methods in mental therapeutics, by
Lr H. Cainpbell Thomson; a report by Dr. Comyns
Berkeley on two cases of chorion-epithelioma; a note by
Mr. Sampson Handley on two fatal cases in which acute
appendicitis lighted up an old tuberculous lesion; and a
case of rupture of the vagina during coitus, by Dr. Victor
Bonney.

I Notes oin thte Treatment of Tuberculosis. By John Laird, L.R.C.S.
and P.I. Bristol: John Wright and Sons, Limited. London: Simpkin,
Marshall. and Co. 1912. (Cr. 8vo, pp. 85. 2s.2Gd. net.)

THE PARLIAMlENTARY COM3MITTEE ON
PROPRIETARY REME1DIES.

WITH the enid of the Parliamentary Session th1e authority
of the Select Conlmnittee appointed to inquire into the sale
and advertiseml1ent of proprietary medicines lapses, but at
the miieeting of the Committee on February 6th1 the Chair-
minan (Sir Henry Nornman) announced thlat as the inl-
vestigations had not been concluded a report would be
presented to the House of Commons recommending that
the Committee be reconstituted next Session.

W0OODWARD'S GRIPE WATER.
The first witness called was Mr. William Woodward,

managing director of Wood-ward Limited, of Nottingham,
proprietors of Woodward's Gripe Water. The witness
stated that the preparation was based on the prescription
of a family physician; in Nottinglham it was recom-
mended by iiiembers of the medical profession, and two
of tlhem, to his knowledge, purchased considerable quan-
tities for dispensing. He complained that the formula
published in Secret Remzedies with regard to the prepara-
tion was inaccurate, seriously incomplete, and misleading.
One active ingredient of considerable medicinal value was
omitted. Dealing with the general question, the witness
expressed strong objections to the publication of formulae.
He claimned that the prime cost of the ingredients of pro-
prietary medicines bore a larger proportion to the sale
price than in the cost of ingredients of most medicines
dispensed by doctors.
In reply to Dr. Chapple, the witness agreed that it

might be a good thing if the exaggeration that prevailed
in advertisements of proprietary medicines could. be
suppressed, but lie did not think legislation was necessary
to tllat encl.

STEEDMIAN'S SOOTHING POWDERS.
Mr. J. A. Soutth, manager of the firm of Steedman and

Co.,.272, Walworth Road, S.E., manufacturers of Steed-
man's Soothing Powders and other preparations, said that
the soothing powder had been on the market since 1820.
The medicines sold by tlle firm were compounded by a
pharmaceutical clhemist, and the formulas were. known
only to the firm and to Mr. Hake, who would appear.
The Chairman called the attention of the witness to

a statement on the label of the packets of soothinig
powders to the effect that "to prevent substitution His
Majesty's Honourable Commissioners of Excise had
ordered the name of John Steedman to be printed on the
Government stamip."
The witness replied that this statement had been

withdrawni.
Mr. Lawsoni: It rather implies that the Government is

at your back?
Tlle Chairman: It does not imply it; it states that to

be the case.
The witness was questioned with regard to a pamnphlet

issued by his firm, bearing on its title-page the words-
"Hints to Mothers on the Treatment of their Children.
By M.D. of London." He said that thle services of the
doctor in writing this pamphlet were obtained through an
agent. He did not know the name of the writer, as it
was made a special condition that this should not be
revealed.
The Chairman: You must realize that that is a very

unsatisfactory statement from our point of view. Here is
an advertisement of a proprietary medicine written bv a
man with the highest medical qualification in the world.
Did lhe write the parts relating to Steedman's Powders ?
The Witness: If not, they were submitted to him.
Have you his authority for saying that everything was

submitted to hlim, and he approves of it? -Certainly.
Pressed to give the Committee the name of the doctor

either publicly or privately, the witness retorted that
Dr. Cox said if he knew of a medical man doing such a
thing as this he would report his conduct as infamous in a
professional respect. After that, how could he give the
name to the Committee ?

Thle Chairman: Then it amounts to this: that the
medical man dlesires 'to have his name suppressed because
hle knew he was *committing an act contrary to the
etiquette of his profession.- .-....
In reply to furthler questions, the witness said the;
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